C. D. M.:  
If she! Had your shot.  She would leave you to rot!  

3 GIRLS:  
If she!  She would leave you to rot!  

MAC:  
"Course, if you don’t care.

(Fine, go braid her hair."

MAC:  
May be Sesame Street is on.

C. D. 3 GALS:  
Whooa, whooa!

MAC:  
Or forget that creep."

DUKE:  
And get in my Jeep."

CHANDLER:  
Let’s go tear up some...
DUKE + MAC + GALS:

One's town!

Oh whoa! Oh whoa! Oh whoa!

Honey what you

MAC:

CHANDLER:

(Chandler suddenly has Veronica's note, without Veronica even noticing. She passes it to McNamara, then to Duke.)

DUKE:

Waitin' for?

Welcome to my Candy Store!

You just gotta

3 GIRLS:

Waitin' for?

Welcome to my Candy Store!

You just gotta

MAC:

CHANDLER:

Prove you're not a pussy anymore...

Then

3 GIRLS:

Prove you're not a pussy anymore...

Then
MAC:

(PHIL SPECTOR SINGS THE VERSES.)

DUKE:

step into my Candy Store!

3 GIRLS:

step into my Candy Store!

CHANDLER:

join the team...

DUKE + MAC + GALS:

Reggae feel (toms on beats 3) Or you can bitch and moan._

You can live the dream...

fly with eagles, or if you prefer... Keep on testing me and end up like her!

Or if you prefer... and end up like her!
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